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Appendix B

Improved question learning

Since the completion of Chapter 7, I managed to significantly improve on the reported

results in the ‘wh-questions’ condition. Due to time constraints and the comparative

nature of Chapter 7, it was not possible to include these results since it would have

required a large amount of re-modelling and error analysis. I will therefore only briefly

outline these results in this appendix.

B.1 New data

In the ‘wh-questions’ condition, the model received training with simple-clause and rel-

ative clause declaratives, simple yes/no questions and complex wh-questions. It was

tested on novel complex polar questions. Figure B.1 shows the learning curves for all

these structures in terms of grammaticality. Simple-clause structures and simple po-

lar questions were learned quickly, followed by relative clause constructions and wh-

questions. At the end of training, the model produced around 37% grammatical polar

questions, although these structures were not experienced in the training phase.

B.2 Analysis

Moreover, the model generalized in desirable ways. Similar to humans, it showed a

preference for right-branching over center-embedding and a preference for subject-rel-

ativized over object-relativized structures (Figure B.2). Out of all grammatical com-

plex questions which the model produced, roughly two thirds were right-branching and

roughly two thirds were subject-relativized. To compare these results with those of

Reali and Christiansen (2005), I tested the trained model on 1.000 pairs of grammatical

and ungrammatical center-embedded questions (i.e., questions in which the main or em-

bedded clause auxiliary was displaced). The model received message input which was

neutral between the two forms. The production output was then compared with both
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Figure B.1: Complex polar question learning with wh-questions in the input.

targets, and classified as either grammatical or ungrammatical based on a graded per-

formance measure (Figure B.3). In 89% of the tested pairs the model’s output was closer
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Figure B.2: Preference for CPQRB and

subject-relativized questions.
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Figure B.3: CPQCE classification

after training.

to the grammatical question. Quantitatively these results are similar to those of Reali

and Christiansen (2005). My test set, however, contained a large amount of structural

variation in the CPQCE and the results did not depend on tagging the model’s input in

a specific way. Structure-dependent auxiliary fronting was learned by the Dual-path

model from semantic overlap with other question types whose occurrence is warranted

in child-directed speech.

These new results are described in more detail in Fitz and Chang (2009).


